
Please read the following disclaimer carefully before using this website.

This disclaimer governs your use of www.thisweetlofeofmine.blog 

By using this website, you accept this disclaimer in full. If you disagree with any part of this 
disclaimer, do not use www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog or any affiliated websites, properties, or 
companies. We reserve the right to modify these terms at any time. You should therefore check 
back periodically for changes. By using this website after we post any changes, you agree to accept 
those changes, whether or not you have reviewed them.

All information and resources found on www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog are based on the 
opinions of the author unless otherwise noted. All information on this site is for entertainment 
and informational purposes only. I am not a doctor, medical professional, lawyer, nutritionist, 
psychologist, travel professional, interior designer, builder, construction professional and do not 
claim to be.   I am a Mother offering her opinion so please do your research before using any 
products or experiences mentioned in my blog. 

By reading this website, you acknowledge that you are responsible for your own decisions and 
actions. Do not take anything from any website, including this one, and try it without proper 
research and supervision by a professional in that area.

www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog reserves the right to remove, edit, move or close any content item for 
any reason, including, but not limited to, comments that are in violation of the Australian laws and 
regulations.

By subscribing to www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog you agree to us obtaining and recording your email 
address for promotional purposes.  You also agree that we may share your email address with www.
thissweetshopofmine.com and any other platforms and email addresses associated with it. 

Affiliated Links / Sponsored Content

Throughout www.thissweetlofeofmine.blog you may see sponsored content or affiliated links.  
Sponsored means the author is getting paid to advertise the product or service. Many of the links on 
the www.thissweetlofeofmine.blog are purely for informational purposes, but if I earn a commission, 
receive financial benefit or if the content is sponsored, gifted or in partnership in anyway I will 
make this extremely clear.  In these cases, content will be labelled as sponsored and will state the 
collaborators and/or affiliations.  If you have any question about the products or services you see 
on www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog please do not hesitate to contact me directly as I will always be 
honest.

In most cases, if I link to a product on this website, it is because I have purchased it myself, use it 
for my family and think it is high-quality.   However I may write paid posts and I may accept free 
products for review but my thoughts and opinions are my own and not of those of any sponsor or 
advertiser.  Most importantly, I would never promote a product that I do not truly believe in, that I 
would not personally use myself or with my family or that does not fit with the brand values of www.
thissweetlifeofmine.blog 

Copyright

All of the information on this website, including images, text, audio, video, and other forms of 
content (including the information on this disclosure page) is Copyright © wwwthissweetlifeofmine.
blog 2018 and may not be downloaded, reproduced, republished or otherwise copied without 
express written permission of the author and of www.thissweetlifeofmine.blog

Posts and articles on www.thissweetlofeofmine.blog may used on other sites/re-printed only if full 
credit is given to this site, it’s author and a link direct to this site included.
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